
   SLIDING SEAT  

 

 
                Summer 2020 
 
 

                      The Very Unofficial World Championships held at West Kirby Sailing Club 

 

After BBQs had been lit the week before to allow a ‘call to arms’ via smoke signals, NOR written in the sand, and 

Covid restrictions and advice followed……someone commented that ‘Time waits for no sheep’, and so The Very 

Unofficial World Canoe Championships were held at WKSC starting on June 6th. 

Thank you to all those that took to the water, even though it took a little time for the sea breeze to build. After 

close battles throughout the fleet, the results were as follows. 

                       Unofficial World Champion IC      1st G Caldwell 

                       Unofficial World Champion ICOD  1st S Fleming 

                                                                         2nd S Hall 

 

 

                                                                 Fresh from his victory, I managed to catch up with Steve and Ziggy for a        

                                                                 Covid friendly chat….       

                                                                           https://youtu.be/d-0UrJHYGAY      

                                                                     We passed upon the sand 

                                                                     We spoke of was and when 

                                                                     Although Glen wasn’t there 

                                                                     He said I was his friend 

                                                                     Which came as some surprise 



   I spoke into his eyes 

  ‘I thought you capsized alone, a long, long time ago?’ 

 

   ‘Oh no, wasn’t me, I never lost control 

You’re face to face, with the man who’s won the Worlds’. 

 

I laughed, with a Wuhan Shake 

And made my way back home 

I searched for cleats and rope 

For hours and hours I looked 

I gazed a gazely stare, at all the fittings there 

That must have died alone, a long long time ago 

 

Who knows, not me, Steve never lost control 

I’ve seen, the face, of the man who won the Worlds………….. 

 

 

Transition…..thoughts from those who have taken the plunge! 

Phil Allen’s thoughts on new rules ICs:-  

‘A re-calibration of my reaction speed was the number one requirement. 

The M3 is much more lively than the Nethercot, resulting in needing to be quicker 

in body movement and sail trim or you get left behind. I actually fell out of the back of the boat once , 

it took off so fast. 

A smaller cockpit/ dancefloor/ lower seat and carriage makes lighter  

wind sailing very testing on the body. I don't fold double so well anymore.  

For anyone under 45 this won't apply. Much harder to sail flat, Fore and  

aft trim critical in lighter winds, Weight much further aft in the 

stronger winds. 

Fun downwind but no contest to an AC with a big kite and end of seat. I swear I had steam/ sparks coming off the 

transom on a good day. I feel it took me a full season to transition such was the ingrained muscle memory from the                                                                                            

AC. Despite the scare stories, I found the M3 easier to tack than the AC.’ 

 

                 Dan Skinner’s thoughts: ’Absolutely awesome 

                                             for 99.9% of the time,………  

0.1% total nightmare!! The maniac  

of a thing tried to kill me on Sunday!’ 

                                                                              

  

 

 

 

 

                                                        Andy Gordon’s thoughts:  ‘After eight years of learning                                                                            



to sail an AC,I was nervous about learning all over again. As it turned out I had nothing to worry about ..the basic 

principles are the same -  just more responsive.  Everything happens 

a bit quicker but because of the lighter weight there seems to less 

load and so is actually easier to sail. I started with a very simple fit out 

while I was finding my feet ..,now I am adding things as I think I need 

them. The latest and possibly last addition is a jib boom. The jury is 

still out on that one until we can do some racing.   

So definitely the right boat at the right time for me’.  

  

The Chandler Affect 

Well done to Charlie for his new build…..possible boat names on a postcard to be sent directly to Charlie       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covid Chat – with Adam Bowers of Moatt Sails 

Let’s talk mainsails. The head of the mainsail specifically.  I firmly 

believe that the mainsail leech is the most important part of any rig 

when sailing to windward. To make the 

leech of a mainsail stand up in 

conditions where maximum power is 

required, it is imperative to get the 

correct balance of seam shape and luff 

curve. Shape induced from excess luff 

curve can be trimmed out of the sail by 

increased luff tension from cunningham 

or downhaul. Sail shape which is built in using broadseam can be harder to 

trim out. If the balance of luff curve to broadseam is correct, the sail will 

flatten and the leech will fall off to leeward when the cunningham is applied. 

This makes for a versatile sail which can be depowered when the wind speed increases. That said, flattening 



the head of your mainsail will not only reduce power but it also reduces drag. Firstly, by making the wind 

work less hard which reduces form drag and secondly by reducing the tip vortex. 

So - is a big head better than a small head? Yes, to a degree. But like a, politician it is possible for the head 

to be too large. It is important to ensure that the mainsail upper 

leech can be controlled in all wind strengths. Making the mainsail 

head too wide means. that to keep that leech under control, 

seam shape has to be built in. This can result in a head that will 

not flatten and becomes uncontrollable when overpowered. I 

personally avoid designing the head wider than 800mm and I 

rely on an excess luff curve compared to mast bend to give the 

desired head shape.  

 

If nothing else, please don’t pull 

on the cunningham / downhaul 

too early. Pulling the cunningham causes the upper leech of the mainsail to 

open. If you are trying to coax as much power from your mainsail as 

possible then opening the leech is the last thing we want to encourage.  A 

few horizontal creases with a tight leech are preferable to a smooth looking 

luff with an open leech (see above image).  

That is true until you are trying to depower at which point pulling the 

cunningham becomes desirable and will depower the sail by flattening the 

head and allowing the leech to open. This is shown by the image on the 

right. 

 

Thanks to Richard for his knowledge and input….and good luck on 

the new boat fit out         

      Word from the Wirral 

The interesting thing about the West Kirby IC 

extravaganza is that just like the IC nothing is stable for 

very long. It wasn’t long ago when I thought we would 

have fleet of ‘Slurps’ but then I 

blinked and in came some of 

Rob’s fine Razorbacks then I 

blinked again and the first new rules IC at West kirby 

rolls up followed by another and I can see a third on the 

horizon.  Just recently we have enjoyed a (legal) visit of 

a well known celebrity with his brand new M3. I’m not 

sure what the non IC sailing locals made of it all but 

surely some of the excitable youth must have been 

impressed. The interesting thing about this lock down thing that isn’t a lock down 

anymore is that it has forced us to stop racing and just go sailing. So…. we’ve made 

time to give some would be canoe sailors a go and watch over some of our more 

novice canoe sailors in less challenging conditions than we’d normally force on them i.e. racing …. before 

they’d even got the hang of the fact that they’d got a pointy end at both ends…. so to speak. 

The interesting thing is what’s going to happen next. 



 


